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via time slices which involve only nine information symbols, viz.
ut; ut�1; � � � ; ut�8. From the time slices for the phases that are
multiples of 4 it follows that information symbolut�8 does not
contribute to the corresponding output. This information symbol does
not contribute to the outputs in the following time instants either;
hence, we do not have to store it! Thus the Kötter–Vardy convolutional
encoder can be realized by only eight memory elements [11], although
not in controller canonical form. (When we use time-varying convo-
lutional codes to prove ensemble properties we consider realizations
in controller canonical form with feedforward shift registers and
time-varying connections [3]. For example, the Golay convolutional
code can be encoded by a rateR = 1=2 time-varying encoder with
four delay elements in controller canonical form.)

We showed that the Kötter–Vardy convolutional code hasdfree = 12
and its first spectral components are

phase n12 n16 n20 n24

1 34 1194 38966 1311243

2 23 678 22724 763371

3 30 834 28438 952966

4 12 381 12882 431568

5 54 1700 56924 1908782

6 22 712 23692 792423

7 21 570 19682 656667

8 13 328 11434 382063

8

i=1

nd 209 6397 214742 7199083

1

8

8

i=1

nd 26:125 799:625 26842:75 899885:375

: (28)

Apart from the Golay convolutional code, the Kötter–Vardy convo-
lutional code is the only Type II, rateR = 1=2, convolutional code
known to us. Calderbank, Forney, and Vardy proved that a Type II, bi-
nary,time-invariantconvolutional code of rateR = 1=2 does not exist
([1, Lemma 4]).

The best rateR = 1=2, time-invariant convolutional code of
memorym = 8 has [12]

T (W ) = 10W 12+9W 13+30W 14+51W 15+156W 16+ � � � (29)

which is better thanTKV(W ) for high signal-to-noise ratios but
worse for low signal-to-noise ratios, sincen13 = n14 = n15 = 0 in
TKV(W ).
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Linear Tail-Biting Trellises, the Square-Root Bound, and
Applications for Reed–Muller Codes
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Abstract—Linear tail-biting trellises for block codes are considered. By
introducing the notions of subtrellis, merging interval, and sub-tail-biting
trellis, some structural properties of linear tail-biting trellises are proved.
It is shown that a linear tail-biting trellis always has a certain simple struc-
ture, the parallel-merged-cosets structure. A necessary condition required
from a linear code in order to have a linear tail-biting trellis representation
that achieves the square-root bound is presented. Finally, the above condi-
tion is used to show that for 2 and 4 1 or 4 and

+ 3 (4 + 5) 3

the Reed–Muller code RM( ) under any bit order cannot be repre-
sented by a linear tail-biting trellis whose state complexity is half of that of
the minimal (conventional) trellis for the code under the standard bit order.

Index Terms—Linear tail-biting trellis, Reed–Muller codes, square-root
bound.

I. INTRODUCTION

Following the success of the turbo decoding algorithm, the subject of
decoding a code using aTanner graph[16] became very popular (see
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[20] and references therein). A relatively simple Tanner graph, con-
taining a single cycle, is related to thetail-biting trellis representation
of a code. Tail-biting trellises were originally introduced by Solomon
and van Tilborg [15]. Recently, there is interest in the efficient repre-
sentation of block codes by tail-biting trellises [3], [8].

Currently, much is known about theconventional trellisrepresenta-
tion of linear block codes (see [12], [17] for a summary of this subject).
It is known that under a fixed coordinate ordering there exists a unique
trellis representation of a linear block code, theminimal trellis, which
minimizes thestate complexity profileat all indices simultaneously
[13]. It is also known that the same trellis minimizes thebranch com-
plexity profileat all indices simultaneously [12] and the total number
of addition-equivalent operations required to implement the Viterbi de-
coding algorithm [18], [14]. Moreover, both the original construction
of a trellis for a linear block code [1] and the construction of Forney [4]
which renewed the interest in the subject are isomorphic to the minimal
trellis.

Much less is known about tail-biting trellises of linear block codes.
The additional degree of freedom (in comparison to conventional trel-
lises) makes the theory of tail-biting trellises more complex, even with
the restriction to linear codes and a fixed coordinate ordering. In [3],
Calderbanket al. investigated the tail-biting trellis representation of
several short codes. It was shown that using a length-2 sectionalization
[10], there exists a tail-biting trellis for the Golay code which meets
thesquare-root bound[21], [3]. The formal definition of alinear trellis
was first given by Kötter and Vardy [8]. In that paper, the authors also
gave a simple algorithm for finding a linear tail-biting trellis for which
the product of the cardinalities of the state spaces at all indices is min-
imum. It is known [3] that it is sometimes possible to have a nonlinear
tail-biting trellis for a linear code with a smaller state complexity than
that of any linear tail-biting trellis for the code. However, performing
the product of the trellises corresponding to a set of codewords that gen-
erate a given linear code as a space overq (which results in a linear
trellis) is a systematic way for constructing a tail-biting trellis for the
code.

In this correspondence, linear tail-biting trellises are considered.
Using the notions ofsubtrellis, merging interval, andsub-tail-biting
trellis we prove some structural properties of linear tail-biting trellises.
Specifically, it is shown that a linear tail-biting trellis has a certain
simple structure, theparallel-merged-cosets structure. We present a
necessary condition that a linear code must satisfy in order to have
a linear tail-biting trellis representation that meets the square-root
bound. The condition involves the code’sgeneralized Hamming
weight hierarchy[19] and the distance between the first and last index
at which the state complexity profile of the minimal (conventional)
trellis for the code gets its maximum. It is then shown that forr � 2
andm � 4r � 1 or r � 4 and r + 3 � m � b(4r + 5)=3c
the Reed–Muller code RM(r; m) under any bit order cannot be
represented by a linear tail-biting trellis whose state complexity is half
of that of the minimal (conventional) trellis for the code under the
standard bit order.

The correspondence is organized as follows. In the following sec-
tion we give several definitions that will be required throughout the
correspondence. Section III is devoted to the structure of linear tail-
biting trellises. In Section IV, we develop a necessary condition for the
square-root bound. Finally, in Section V, we apply the previous results
in order to show that forr � 2 andm � 4r � 1 or r � 4 and
r + 3 � m � b(4r + 5)=3c, RM (r; m) cannot be represented by a
linear tail-biting trellis that meets the square-root bound.

II. PRELIMIMARIES

An edge-labeled directed graphis the triple(V; E; A), whereV
is a set ofvertices, A is a finite set (thealphabet), andE is a set of
edges, i.e., ordered triples of the form(v; v0; �), wherev; v0 2 V , and

� 2 A. A trellis diagramT = (V; E; A) is an edge-labeled directed
graph with the property thatV can be divided inton+1 disjoint subsets
V = V0[V1[� � �[Vn in a way that if(v; v0; �) 2 E thenv 2 Vi�1
andv0 2 Vi for somei 2 f1; 2; � � � ; ng. The parametern is said
to be the length ofT . When an edge-labeled directed graph is a trellis
diagram we shall sometimes refer to vertices asstatesand to edges as
branches. The setVi is called the vertex class atindex(ordepth) i. Also,
the set of edges connecting the vertices ofVi�1 with the vertices ofVi,
i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; ng, is denoted byEi. A conventional trellis diagram
is a trellis diagram with a single initial vertex and a single final vertex,
i.e., jV0j = jVnj = 1. A tail-biting trellis diagram is a trellis diagram
with the property thatjV0j = jVnj. Moreover, it is assumed that the
vertices ofV0 andVn are identically labeled with labels from some set.
Let T = (V; E; A) be a trellis diagram of lengthn. Every path from
V0 to Vn defines a length-n vector with entries fromA: the ith entry
of the vector,i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; ng, is the label on the edge connecting
a vertex fromVi�1 with a vertex fromVi. A valid pathin a tail-biting
trellis (also called areductionin [8]) is a path fromV0 toVn that has the
same initial and final vertex labels. In a conventional trellis, every path
from the initial vertex to the final vertex is valid. We confine ourselves
to trellis diagrams (either conventional or tail-biting) in which every
edge and every vertex lie on some valid path. Such trellises are referred
to asreducedin [8]. In addition, parallel edges with identical labels are
not allowed. A trellis (either conventional or tail-biting) for which no
two distinct valid paths represent the same vector will be referred to as
aone-to-one trellis. In the sequel, the alphabetA is always a finite field
q . The state complexity profile of the trellisT = (V; E; q) is the

sequence

sss(T ) = (s0(T ); s1(T ); � � � ; sn(T ))

whoseith entry,i 2 f0; 1; � � � ; ng, is defined as

si(T )
�
= logq jVij:

We refer tosi(T ) as the state complexity ofT at indexi. The maximum
of the above sequence is defined ass(T ), the state complexity ofT .

A length-n code over q is a subset of nq . A length-n code is said to
be linear when it is a subspace ofnq . We denote a linear code of length
n, dimensionk, and minimum Hamming distanced as an[n; k; d]
code. LetT be a trellis diagram (either conventional or tail-biting). The
set of vectors associated with all valid paths is referred to asC(T ), the
code related toT . T is said to be the trellis representation of the code
C (or a trellis forC) if and only if C = C(T ).

Throughout this correspondence, the term “square-root bound”
refers to afixedcoordinate ordering of the discussed code. That is, if
C is an[n; k; d] code, andT conv is the minimal (conventional) trellis
for C, then there is no tail-biting trellis forC whose state complexity
is less thans(T conv)=2. The validity of this version of the square-root
bound can be easily verified.

Let C be an[n; k; d] code over q, and letccc = (c1; c2; � � � ; cn) be
a codeword ofC. For

I = fi1; i2; � � � ; ijIjg � f1; 2; � � � ; ng

letPI(ccc) = (ci ; ci ; � � � ; ci ) be the projection ofccc ontoI . We also
define the projection of the codeC ontoI as

PI(C) =
ccc2C

PI(ccc):

The linear subcodeCI is defined as the set of all codewords inC
that have zero entries at the indices inf1; 2; � � � ; ng � I , where
A � B stands for the complementary set ofB in A. By convention,
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Cf1; 2; ���; ng = C. For a fixedi, 1 � i � n � 1, there are two subsets
of f1; 2; � � � ; ng that are of special interest

i
� �
= f1; 2; � � � ; ig

and

i
+ �
= fi+ 1; i+ 2; � � � ; ng:

The subcodeCi is referred to as thepast subcodeof C at index
i, and the subcodeCi is referred to as thefuture subcodeof C
at index i. We denote thedimension/length profile(DLP) [5] of C
as (k0(C); k1(C); � � � ; kn(C)). Also, the setfd0(C); d1(C); � � � ;
dk(C)g stands for the generalized Hamming weight hierarchy ofC. It
was shown in [5] that

du(C) = [first indexi for whichki(C) = u] :

Let

aaa = (a1; a2; � � � ; al ); la � 1

and

bbb = (b1; b2; � � � ; bl ); lb � 1

be two vectors with entries fromq. We denote theconcatenationof
the vectors as

aaa � bbb = (a1; a2; � � � ; al ; b1; b2; � � � ; bl ):

Two length-n trellis diagramsT = (V; E; A) and T 0 =
(V 0; E0; A) are said to beisomorphicif there is a one-to-one mapping
f :V ! V 0 such thatf(Vi) = V 0

i for all i 2 f0; 1; � � � ; ng and
(v; u; �) is an edge inT if and only if (f(v); f(u); �) is an edge
in T 0. We say thatT andT 0 are structurally isomorphicif the two
trellises obtained by setting all the edge labels onT andT 0 to a certain
constant� 2 A are isomorphic. For0 � i < j � n, let T[i; j] and
T 0
[i; j] be the trellises obtained fromT and T 0 (respectively) after

removing all vertices at indices0; 1; � � � ; i� 1; j+1; j+2; � � � ; n;
and deleting all edges incident with one or more of these vertices. We
say thatT andT 0 are isomorphic between indicesi andj if and only
if T[i; j] andT 0

[i; j] are isomorphic.
LetT = (V; E; q)andT 0 = (V 0; E0; q)be two trellis diagrams

(either conventional or tail-biting) of lengthn, and letC = C(T ) and
C0 = C(T 0) be the related codes. Theproduct trellis[9], denoted by

T
� = (V �

; E
�
; q) = T � T

0

is defined as follows. The set of vertices at indexi in T � is the Cartesian
product of the sets of vertices at indexi in T andT 0: V �

i = Vi � V 0
i ,

i 2 f0; 1; � � � ; ng. The edge

((vi�1; v
0
i�1); (vi; v

0
i); �+ �

0); i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; ng

is inE�
i if and only if (vi�1; vi; �) 2 Ei and(v0i�1; v

0
i; �

0) 2 E0
i. As

mentioned in [9], [8] it could be easily verified thatC(T�) = C + C0,
where

C + C0
�
= fccc+ ccc

0: ccc 2 C; ccc0 2 C0g:

Let C be an[n; k; d] code over q , and letG be a generator ma-
trix for C, i.e., a full-rank matrix whose row space isC. In [9], the
spanof each rowggg = (g1; g2; � � � ; gn) of G is defined asfj1; j1 +
1; � � � ; j2g, wherej1 is the first indexj andj2 is the last indexj for
which gj 6= 0. To each rowggg of G we assign the minimal trellisTggg
for hgggi, wherehgggi is the space generated byggg over q . The trellisTggg
has a single vertex at each depthi, i 2 f0; 1; 2; � � � j1 � 1; j2; j2 +
1; � � � ; ng, andq vertices at each depthi, i 2 fj1; j1+1; � � � ; j2�1g.

The second set is referred to as theactive intervalof ggg. The rowggg is
said to beactive ati if and only if i is in the active interval ofggg. Also,
the indicesj1 andj2 mentioned above are referred to as theleft index
of ggg, left (ggg), and theright indexof ggg, right(ggg), respectively. Note that
if j1 = j2 then the active interval ofggg is empty. The trellisTggg consists
of a single path from the initial vertex to the vertex at indexj1 � 1, a
single path from the vertex at indexj2 to the final vertex, andq par-
allel paths from the vertex at indexj1 � 1 to the vertex at indexj2.
Clearly, the multiplication of the trellises associated with all rows of
G gives a (conventional) trellis forC. The state complexity of the re-
sulting trellis at each indexi is the number of rows inG that are active
at that index. Moreover, whenG is a trellis-oriented generator matrix
of C (i.e, left(ggg1) 6= left (ggg2), right(ggg1) 6= right(ggg2) for any pair of
distinct rows,ggg1 andggg2, inG [4], [9]) the resultant trellis is the unique
minimal trellis representation ofC [9]. In [8], there is a more general
definition of a generator’s span and of the trellis associated with a gen-
erator, which will be adopted in this correspondence. Define

[i; j]n
�
=

fi; i+ 1; � � � ; jg; i � j

fi; i+ 1; � � � ; n; 1; � � � ; jg; i > j.

In the definition of [8], the span ofggg = (g1; g2; � � � ; gn) can be
taken as[i; j]n provided thatPf1; 2; ���; ng�[i; j] (ggg) = 0, where

0
�
= (0; 0; � � � ; 0), and bothgi andgj are not zero. The active interval

of ggg is now [i; j � 1]n. Wheni � j the trellis associated withggg is
the same as described above (that is, a conventional trellis). Ifi > j,
then letggg0 be the vector obtained by cyclicly shiftingggg to the leftj
times. LetTggg be the minimal (conventional) trellis forhggg0i. Then the
(tail-biting) trellis associated withggg, Tggg , is defined as the cyclic shift
to the rightj times ofTggg (c.f. [8]). As before, the multiplication of the
trellises associated with all the rows ofG gives a (tail-biting) trellis
for C. We refer to a span in the form[i; j]n as aconventional spanif
i � j. The span[i; j]n is called acyclic spanif i > j. Notice that
there are many choices of a span forggg, each resulting in a different
tail-biting trellis representation ofhgggi, Tggg.

Let T = (V; E; q) be a trellis diagram (either conventional or
tail-biting). Following Kötter and Vardy [8], we assume that in addition
to the usual labeling of edges inT , there is also a labeling of the vertices
of T : Each vertex classVi; i 2 f0; 1; � � � ; ng; is labeled by a vector
from ds (T )e

q . We require that all the vertex labels within the same
vertex class are distinct. To each valid path inT

v0
c
! v1

c
! � � �

c
�! vn�1

c
! vn

vi 2 Vi, i 2 f0; 1; � � � ; ng, cj 2 q, j 2 f1; 2; � � � ; ng, we asso-
ciate thepathword

vvv0 � c1 � vvv1 � � � cn � vvv0

wherevvvi is the length-dsi(T )e vector related tovi 2 Vi. Note that we
have used the fact that in a valid path the initial and final vertex labels
are identical. As in [8], we refer to the code obtained by all pathwords
of T as theedge-vertex label code ofT , S(T ). We can now give the
definition of a linear trellis. Note that from the requirement that there
are no parallel edges with the same label inT , it follows that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the set of paths inT andS(T ).

Definition 1 [8]: A trellis T = (V; E; q) is said to be q-linear
if there exists a labeling of the vertices ofT such thatS(T ) is a linear
code over q.

WhenT is a linear tail-biting trellis over q, we will always assume
that the labeling of the vertices is such thatS(T ) is linear over q . In [8,
Theorem 2] it is stated that every linear trellis representation of a linear
codeC can be constructed as

ggg2G Tggg, whereG is a set that generatesC
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over q , andTggg is the trellis related toggg for some legal choice of span.
On the contrary, it could be easily verified that

ggg2G
Tggg will always

give a linear (either conventional or tail-biting) trellis forC, so we can
conclude that a trellis forC is linear if and only if it is in the form of
the above trellis product.

It is interesting to note that if there are two members inG that have
the same left index or the same right index then it is always possible to
find a linear tail-biting trellis forC with a state complexity profile that
is strictly smaller for some indices than that of

ggg2G
Tggg , and never

larger than that of
ggg2G

Tggg. This could be easily established in the
following way. Suppose that two members ofG, ggg1 andggg2 have the
same left index or the same right index, and assume without loss of
generality that the active interval ofggg1 is not smaller than that ofggg2.
Then it is always possible to assign a span toggg�

�
= ggg1 � ggg2 so that the

active interval ofggg� is a proper subset of the active interval ofggg1. It is
therefore clear that every “interesting” linear tail-biting trellis overq
has eitherq edges or a single edge entering or leaving each state at all
indices.

III. T HE STRUCTURE OFLINEAR TAIL -BITING TRELLISES

In this section we examine the structure of linear tail-biting trellises.
The main idea is to regard a tail-biting trellis as a collection of conven-
tional trellises, each corresponding to a different initial vertex. Note
that whereas Kötter and Vardy [8] considered subgraphs of a linear
tail-biting trellis consisting of all valid paths passing through a0-la-
beled vertex at a given depth, we examine the subgraphs corresponding
to all vertices at a given depth (for simplicity, this depth is chosen to
be 0, but the results apply to any other choice of depth). It will be
shown that for a linear tail-biting trellis these subgraphs have some
useful properties. In particular, it will be shown that a linear tail-biting
trellis always has the parallel-merged-cosets structure.

Definition 2: Let T = (V; E; q) be a tail-biting trellis. The sub-
graph ofT consisting of all valid paths with a certain fixed vertex from
V0 will be called asubtrellisof T .

A subtrellis is clearly a conventional trellis. Of course, ifT is the set
of all subtrellises of the tail-biting trellisT then

C(T ) =
T 2T

C(T 0):

We shall now see that ifT is a linear trellis over q , then all subtrellises
of T are very similar.

Proposition 1: LetT = (V; E; q) be a linear tail-biting trellis for
C. Then every subtrellis ofT is a trellis for a coset of a fixed linear sub-
code ofC. Moreover, all subtrellises ofT are structurally isomorphic.

Proof: From the assumption that the vertex labels within the
same vertex class are distinct, it is clear that there can be only one
subtrellis inT that has an initial0-labeled vertex. Moreover, from
the assumption thatT is linear it is clear that such a subtrellis must
exist, since the all-zero pathword must be inS(T ). Let us denote the
subtrellis with a0-labeled initial vertex asT0. Clearly, S(T0) is a
linear code, andC(T0), a projection ofS(T0), is also a linear code [8].
Let Tl be any subtrellis ofT which is notT0. Adding any pathword
from S(T0) to any pathword fromS(Tl) will clearly give a pathword
from S(Tl). HenceS(Tl) contains one or more complete cosets of
S(T0). On the other hand, all paths inTl have the same initial vertex,
so the difference between any two pathwords inS(Tl) is a pathword
from S(T0), andS(Tl) is contained in a single coset ofS(T0). Thus
S(Tl) is a coset ofS(T0) and the proposition is established.

Note that Proposition 1 does not contradict the possibility of having
two distinct subtrellises ofT that represent the same coset ofC(T0),

whereT is defined in Proposition 1 andT0 is defined in its proof. How-
ever, recall thatT can be expressed as

ggg2G
Tggg, whereG is a set that

generatesC(T ) over q. If there are two distinct valid paths inT that
represent the same codeword, then essentiallyG contains a basis for
C(T ) as a proper subset. In such a case, it is always possible to find a
linear tail-biting trellis forC(T ) with a componentwise smaller state
complexity than that ofT . We shall therefore assume that the linear
trellises discussed from this point on are one-to-one, and hence the sub-
codes represented by any two distinct subtrellises are disjoint. Under
the above assumption, it is clear that the code related to a subtrellis is
linear if and only if the subtrellis is linear.

Definition 3: Let T = (V; E; q) be a length-n tail-biting trellis,
and letT1 = (V 1; E1; q) andT2 = (V 2; E2; q) be two distinct
subtrellises ofT . Let I be the interval

[i1; i2]
�
= fi1; i1 + 1; � � � ; i2g; 1 < i1 � i2 < n:

We say thatT1 andT2 are merged inI if the set of all paths inT1
beginning at vertices ofV 1

i �1 and ending at vertices ofV 1
i is identical

to the set of all paths inT2 beginning at vertices ofV 2
i �1 and ending

at vertices ofV 2
i .

Informally speaking,T1 andT2 are merged inI if they share the
sections specified inI . Notice that the above definition is not restricted
to linear tail-biting trellises. However, from the proof of Proposition 1
we know thatS(Tl) is a coset ofS(T0) (T0 andTl are defined in the
proof of Proposition 1). Hence the projections ofS(Tl) andS(T0) onto
the same set are either identical or disjoint. We conclude that for the
special case of a linear tail-biting trellis, two subtrellises either share all
their paths or do not share any paths on any given interval. An example
of two subtrellises that are merged on an interval is given in Fig. 1.

Of course, two subtrellises of lengthn can be merged in the interval
[i1; i2], 1 < i1 � i2 < n, if and only if they are isomorphic between
indicesi1�1 andi2. The following proposition is therefore of interest.

Proposition 2: LetT be a length-n linear tail-biting trellis over q .
Then two subtrellises ofT ,T1, andT2, are isomorphic between indices
i1 � 1 andi2, 1 < i1 � i2 < n, if and only if

P[i ; i ][C(T1)] = P[i ; i ][C(T2)]:

Proof: Let aaa be a codeword ofC(T1), and letbbb be a codeword
of C(T2). We defineccc = (c1; c2; � � � ; cn) = aaa � bbb. From Proposi-
tion 1 it is clear that a trellis isomorphic toT1 can be obtained from
T2 = (V; E; q) by addingci to the labels on all edges inEi; i 2
f1; 2; � � � ; ng. Now, if

P[i ; i ][C(T1)] = P[i ; i ][C(T2)]

there is a choice ofccc satisfyingP[i ; i ](ccc) = 0and the first part of the
proposition is established.

Clearly, if

P[i ; i ][C(T1)] 6= P[i ; i ][C(T2)]

it is not possible thatT1 andT2 are isomorphic between indicesi1� 1
andi2:

Definition 4: LetT be a linear tail-biting trellis of lengthn, and let
T0 be the linear subtrellis ofT . The intervalI = [i1; i2], 1 < i1 �
i2 < n, will be referred to as amerging intervalof T if any subtrellis
that is merged withT0 in J � I is also merged withT0 in the entire
interval I .

We shall now see that although the definition of the merging interval
refers only toT0, it is actually relevant to all other subtrellises.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the merging concept. (a) A tail-biting trellis,T , for the codef(0; 0; 0); (1; 1; 1); (1; 1; 0); (0; 1; 0); (0; 1; 1); (1; 0; 1)g,
consisting of two subtrellises that are merged in the intervalf2g. The numbers above the vertex classes are their depths. (b) A schematic representation. (c) The
subtrellis ofT corresponding tof(0; 0; 0); (1; 1; 1); (1; 1; 0)g. (d) The subtrellis ofT corresponding tof(0; 1; 0); (0; 1; 1); (1; 0; 1)g. Remark:The
codeC(T ) is nonlinear.

Proposition 3: LetT be a linear tail-biting trellis over q, and letI
be a merging interval ofT . Suppose that two subtrellises ofT , T1 and
T2, are merged inJ � I . ThenT1 andT2 are merged inI .

Proof: Let us assume thatT1 andT2 are not merged inI . Let
S1 andS2 be the edge-vertex label codes ofT1 andT2, respectively,
and letsss1 be a codeword ofS1. From Proposition 1 it is clear that
fsss�sss1 : sss 2 S1g isS(T0), whereT0 is the linear subtrellis ofT . Now,
fsss�sss1 : sss 2 S2g isS(Tl), whereTl is a subtrellis that is merged with
T0 in the same interval in whichT1 is merged withT2. So we found a
subtrellis that is merged withT0 in J � I but not inI , contradicting
our assumption thatI is a merging interval.

From Proposition 3 we know that two subtrellises of a linear tail-
biting trellis are either merged or parallel in theentiremerging interval
I . It is therefore of interest to give the following definition.

Definition 5: Let T be a linear tail-biting trellis, and letI be a
merging interval ofT . LetTI = fT1; T2; � � � ; Tlg be a set of subtrel-
lises ofT that are pairwise merged inI , with the property that there
is no other subtrellis ofT that is merged withT1 (say) in I . Then
the subgraph ofT consisting of all subtrellises inTI will be called
a sub-tail-biting trellis(sub-TBT) of T in I .

Clearly, every sub-TBT ofT in I is a tail-biting trellis. IfTI is the
set of all sub-TBT’s inI , then

C(T ) =

T̂2T

C(T̂ ):

We refer to a merging intervalI as amaximal merging intervalif there
is no merging intervalI 0 such thatI � I 0. Fig. 2 clarifies the definition
of a sub-TBT. Note that the partition of a linear tail-biting trellis into
sub-TBT’s depends on the choice of a merging interval.

Proposition 4 (Parallel-merged-cosets structure):Let T =
(V; E; q) be a linear tail-biting trellis over q for the[n; k; d] code
C, and letI = [i1; i2], 1 < i1 � i2 < n, be a merging interval ofT .
Then every sub-TBT ofT in I is a tail-biting trellis for a coset of a
fixed linear subcode ofC. Moreover, all the sub-TBT’s ofT in I are
structurally isomorphic.

Proof: Let us observe the sub-TBT ofT in I which containsT0,
the linear subtrellis ofT , as a subtrellis. We refer to this sub-TBT as
T̂0. Since at any index the0-labeled vertex appears only once, it is
clear that at any index the0-labeled vertex appears only in̂T0. Let
T 0

I = fT0; T1; � � � ; Tl�1g be the set of subtrellises of̂T0. Since any
member ofT 0

I is merged withT0 in I , it is clear that for any choice of
Tj , 0 � j � l�1 there exists a valid path inTj with 0-labeled vertices
at all indicesi1 � 1; i1; � � � ; i2. Let aaa 2 S(Tj ) andbbb 2 S(Tj ),
0 � j1 < j2 � l � 1, be the pathwords related to such two paths.
From the linearity assumption, any linear combination ofaaa andbbb over
q is the pathword related to a valid path inT . Since this pathword

has0-labeled vertices, it is a pathword ofS(T̂0). Therefore, the label
on the initial vertex related to a linear combination ofaaa andbbb is the
label of the initial vertex of some subtrellis in̂T0. It follows that the
set of labels related to the initial vertices in̂T0 is a space over q, and,
therefore,S(T̂0) is a space over q.

Using similar arguments, it is possible to show thatS(T̂m), where
T̂m is a sub-TBT ofT in I which is notT̂0, is contained in a single
coset ofS(T̂0). It remains to show thatjS(T̂m)j = jS(T̂0)j. LetP be
a set that contains a single pathword from the edge-vertex label code of
each subtrellis in̂T0. Moreover, each pathword inP is related to a path
passing through0-labeled vertices at indicesi1 � 1; i1; � � � ; i2. Letsss
be a pathword fromS(T̂m). We examine the setJ

�
= fsss+ppp :ppp 2 Pg.

From the linearity assumption, each pathword ofJ is related to a valid
path inT . In addition, each pathword inJ is related to a path whose
vertex at indexi, i 2 fi1 � 1; i1; � � � ; i2g, belongs to the vertex class
at indexi in T̂m. It follows thatJ � S(T̂m), and hence the number of
initial vertices inT̂m is not smaller than the number of initial vertices
in T̂0. Combining this with Proposition 1 the proof is completed.

Observe that a slightly modified version of Proposition 4 applies
also for the case whereT is a group trellis [3] for a group codeC.
The only difference is that in the group case every sub-TBT ofT in
I is a tail-biting trellis for a fixedsubgroupof C (it can be verified
that Proposition 1, Definition 4, Proposition 3, and Definition 5 can be
suited to the group case by definingT0 as the uniquegroupsubtrellis
of C).

It follows from Proposition 4 that the state complexity ofT at each
indexi 2 fi1�1; i1; � � � ; i2g can be totally determined from the state
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Fig. 2. (a) A linear tail-biting trellis for RM(1; 4), T , with two maximal
merging intervals:[5; 12] and[14; 15]. (b) The upper sub-TBT ofT in [5; 12],
and a schematic representation. (c) The lower sub-TBT ofT in [5; 12], and
a schematic representation.Remark:edge labels are suppressed in order to
simplify the figure.

complexity ofT0, and from the number of subtrellises in̂T0 (i1, i2, T ,
T0, andT̂0 are defined in Proposition 4 and in its proof). Letk andk0

be the dimensions ofC(T ) andC(T0), respectively, and letqu be the
number of subtrellises in̂T0. From Proposition 4 and Proposition 1 it is
clear thatu is an integer, and that the number of distinct sub-TBT’s of
T in I is qk�k �u. Hence, for eachi 2 fi1� 1; i1; � � � ; i2g, we have

si(T ) = si(T0) + k � k
0 � u: (1)

It is now of interest to see the connection between the foregoing dis-
cussion and the presentation of a linear tail-biting trellisT as

ggg2G Tggg

[3], whereG is a set that generatesC = C(T ) over q , andTggg is the
trellis related toggg for some legal choice of span forggg. We can divideG
into two disjoint subsets, the first consisting of generators with conven-
tional span, and the second consisting of generators with cyclic span.

These subsets are referred to asG0 andG1, respectively. If we define
T0 =

ggg2G Tggg , and~T =
ggg2G Tggg, then it is clear thatT = T0� ~T .

It is also evident thatT0 is indeed the linear subtrellis ofT . Let qu be
the number of subtrellises in the linear sub-TBT ofT in a merging in-
terval I which includesi or i + 1, i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; n � 1g. Then it
follows that the state complexity of~T at indexi is the base-q logarithm
of the number of sub-TBT’s ofT in I , that is,si( ~T ) = k � k0 � ui,
wherek0 is the dimension ofC(T0), as before.

At the end of the previous section we mentioned that if two genera-
tors fromG have the same left index or the same right index (or both),
then there exists a linear tail-biting trellis forC whose state complexity
profile is componentwise smaller than that of

ggg2G Tggg . It is, there-
fore, clear that for any “interesting” tail-biting trellis forC, the linear
subtrellis is the minimal trellis for the code it represents. This fact also
rises as a private case of [8, Theorem 3]. However, from Proposition 1
it also follows that each subtrellis of an “interesting” tail-biting trellis
is the minimum trellis for its code.

IV. A N ECESSARYCONDITION FOR ACHIEVING THE

SQUARE-ROOT BOUND

In this section we use the structural properties of linear tail-biting
trellises from the previous section in order to develop a necessary con-
dition required for achieving the square-root bound. The necessary con-
dition will be derived in two steps. First, we will see that the maximum
possible length of a merging interval decreases with the number of sub-
trellises that are merged withT0 (the linear subtrellis) in this interval.
Then we shall see that achieving the square-root bound requires that all
the subtrellises are merged withT0 in a merging interval of a certain
minimal length.

We begin with the following simple observation, which does not re-
quire a proof.

Proposition 5: LetT be a linear tail-biting trellis over q . Suppose
thatT1 andT2 are two subtrellises that are merged in[i1; i2] and in
[i3; i4], 1 < i1 � i2 < i3 � i4 < n. ThenT1 andT2 are merged in
[i1; i4].

Let us now find a restriction on the number of subtrellises merged
with the linear subtrellis of a linear tail-biting trellis in a given merging
interval.

Proposition 6: Let T be a linear tail-biting trellis for the[n; k; d]
codeC, and letT0 be the linear subtrellis ofT . Let I = [i1; i2], 1 <

i1 � i2 < n be a merging interval ofT , and letT̂0 be the sub-TBT
of T in I that containsT0 as a subtrellis. Suppose that there arequ

subtrellises inT̂0. Then

u � zI(C)� zI(C
0) (2)

whereC0
�
= C(T0), and zI(C) is the dimension ofCf1; 2; ���; ng�I .

Equality holds in (2) if and only if there is no sub-TBT ofT in I , T̂l,
with 0 2 PI [C(T̂l)] except forT̂0.

Proof: The number of paths referring to codewords ofC(T̂0)

with a zero projection ontoI is exactlyqu � qz (C ). Since these code-
words form a subset of all codewords ofC with zero projection ontoI ,
the proposition follows.

An immediate result of Proposition 6 is that

u � zI(C) � kn�jIj(C):

The following corollary readily follows.

Corollary 7: Let T be a linear tail-biting trellis for the[n; k; d]
codeC, and letT0 be the linear subtrellis ofT . Let I = [i1; i2], 1 <
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i1 � i2 < n, be a merging interval ofT , and letT̂0 be the sub-TBT
of T in I that containsT0 as a subtrellis. Suppose that there arequ

subtrellises inT̂0. Then

jIj � n� du(C):

In order to proceed, we have to find a connection between the min-
imal trellis of a linear code and a tail-biting trellis for the same code
that achieves the square-root bound. LetC be an[n; k; d] code under
a given bit-order, and letT conv be its minimal trellis representation.
As before,G is a set that generatesC over q , andT = ggg2G Tggg is a
linear tail-biting trellis forC. Let k0 andk1 = k � k0 be the number
of generators fromG with conventional span and cyclic span, respec-
tively. As usual, we denote the linear subtrellis ofT asT0. Now, leti0,
i0 2 f0; 1; � � � ; ng, be an index for whichsi (T

conv) = s(T conv).
Clearly,

s(T ) � si (T ) � si (T0) � s(T conv)� k1 (3)

since a generator matrix forC(T0), whose rows are the members of
G with conventional span, can be obtained by deletingk1 rows from a
generator matrix forC, not all of them necessarily active ati0. It fol-
lows thatT achieves the square-root bound only ifk1 � s(T conv)=2.
On the other hand,k1 is the state complexity ofT at index0, and,
therefore,k1 must not be larger thans(T conv)=2 if T achieves the
square-root bound. We conclude thatT achieves the square-root bound
only if k1 = s(T conv)=2. From (3) it follows that in such a case
si (T0) � s(T conv)=2. Therefore,T achieves the square-root bound
only if all qk subtrellises ofT are merged in an interval that contains
i0 or i0 + 1. Combining this result with Proposition 5 and Corollary 7
the following proposition is established.

Proposition 8: LetC be an[n; k; d] code, and letT conv be the min-
imal trellis for C. Let i1 andi2 be the smallest and largest index (re-
spectively) at which the state complexity ofT conv is s(T conv). Then
there exists a linear tail-biting trellis forC that achieves the square-root
bound only if

jIj � n� ds(T )=2(C) (4)

whereI = [i1 + 1; i2].

In the next section we will use this proposition to prove that in many
cases the Reed–Muller codes do not have a linear tail-biting trellis that
achieves the square-root bound. Note that if the square-root bound is
not achievable under a certain bit order, then it is also not achievable
under any cyclic shift of this bit order. The results of Proposition 8
can be easily extended for the case of sectionalization. We say that a
sectionalized tail-biting trellis meets the square-root bound if its state
complexity is half of the state complexity of the identically section-
alized minimal trellis. The necessary condition from Proposition 8 is
made suitable for a sectionalized tail-biting trellis with a constant sec-
tion length by making two changes in (4). First, the state complexity
of the identically sectionalized minimal trellis should be substituted as
s(T conv) in (4). Second, if the section length isl (l divides the length of
the nonsectionalized trellis) then the intervalI in (4) should be replaced
by [li01+1; li02], wherei01 andi02 are the first and last index at which the
state complexity of the identically sectionalized minimal trellis gets its
maximum, respectively. Note that we did not provide a necessary con-
dition required from a code in order to have a sectionalized tail-biting
trellis with half of the state complexity of the nonsectionalized minimal
trellis. However, if the section length is short enough so that the sec-
tionalized state complexity is equal to the nonsectionalized state com-
plexity, the condition given above coincides with the condition for half
the state complexity of the nonsectionalized trellis.

V. REED–MULLER CODES AND THESQUARE-ROOT BOUND

In this section we employ Proposition 8 in order to show that for
r � 2 andm � 4r � 1 or r � 4 andr + 3 � m � b(4r + 5)=3c the
Reed–Muller code RM(r; m) under any bit order cannot have a linear
tail-biting trellis whose state complexity is half of the state complexity
of the minimal trellis for the code under the standard bit order.

Let s(r; m) be the state complexity of the minimal trellis for
RM (r; m) under the standard bit order. Obviously, when RM(r; m)
is under any bit order for which the state complexity of its minimal
trellis is larger thans(r; m), there is no linear tail-biting trellis for the
code whose state complexity iss(r; m)=2. However, there are many
bit orders for which the state complexity is equal tos(r; m).

Proposition 9: If RM (r; m) does not satisfy the necessary condi-
tion from Proposition 8 under the standard bit order, then it cannot meet
the square-root bound under any other bit order for which the state com-
plexity of its minimal trellis iss(r; m).

Proof: Suppose that RM(r; m) is under one of the bit orders for
which the state complexity of its minimal trellis iss(r; m), and leti1
andi2 be the first and last index at which the state complexity of the
minimal trellis gets its maximum, respectively. LetI = [i1 +1; i2] be
the merging interval defined in Proposition 8. Now recall that the stan-
dard bit order is known to minimize all entries of the state complexity
profile of the minimal trellis for RM(r; m) simultaneously. It is there-
fore clear that the length of the intervalI when RM(r; m) is not under
the standard bit order cannot be smaller than its length when the code
is under the standard bit order.

The weight hierarchy of RM(1; m) is given in [19]. Also, a simple
formula for the bit-level state complexity of the minimal trellis for this
code under the standard bit order is given in [11]. Using these results
along with Proposition 8 it is straightforward to show that form � 4
there is no linear tail-biting trellis for RM(1; m) under the standard
bit order that achieves the square-root bound. From Proposition 9 it
also follows that form � 4 there is no linear tail-biting trellis for
RM (1; m) under any bit order whose state complexity iss(1; m)=2.
From Forney’s recent duality theorem [6, Theorem 5.3] it also follows
that form � 4 there is no linear tail-biting trellis for RM(m� 2; m)
under any bit order whose state complexity iss(m � 2; m)=2. We
remark that for this simple case (r = 1) exactly the same result can be
obtained by using [3, Corollary 7]. However, for larger values ofr this
is not the case: At least by inspecting some specific values ofr andm
that are covered in the following development, one finds that the lower
bound of [3, Corollary 7] falls below the square-root bound.

We shall now prove that for a high enough value ofm, the second-
order Reed–Muller code RM(2; m) cannot have a linear tail-biting
trellis representation that achieves the square-root bound. This result
will be employed later as the basis for the induction used to prove the
main result concerning Reed–Muller codes.

Proposition 10: Form � 7 there is no linear tail-biting trellis for
RM (2; m) under any bit order whose state complexity iss(2; m)=2.

Proof: From Proposition 9, it is sufficient to consider the standard
bit order. LetT conv be the minimal trellis for RM(2; m) under the
standard bit order. Leti1 andi2 be the first and last index, respectively,
at which the state complexity ofT conv is s(2; m). From the symmetry
of the Reed–Muller codes, it is clear thati2 = 2m � i1. Hence, in
order to show that there is no linear tail-biting trellis for RM(2; m)
under the standard bit order that achieves the square-root bound, it is
sufficient to show that

2i1 < dbs(2;m)=2c[RM (2; m)]:

From [11, Theorem 1] it is clear thati1 = 2m�2 + 2m�4 + 1. Let us
find the first indexu0 for which

du [RM(2; m)] > 2m�1 + 2m�3 + 2:
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According to [19], ifu is expressed as

u = m+ (m� 1) + � � �+ (m� s+ 1) + ~q; ~q < m� s (5)

then

du[RM(2; m)] =

s

i=1

2m�i +

~q

i=1

2m�s�1�i:

It is, therefore, clear thatu0 is equal to the value obtained from (5) when
s = 1 and~q = 2, i.e.,u0 = m+2. Hence, from the monotonicity of the
weight hierarchy [19], it remains to show that form � 7, s(2; m)=2 �
m+ 2. Using the well-known state complexity of RM(2; m) [2]

s(2; m) =

2

i=0

m� 2i� 1

2� i
= 1

2 m
2 � 1

2 m� 1; m � 5

it is evident that form � 7 there is no linear tail-biting trellis for
RM (2; m) under the standard bit order that achieves the square-root
bound.

In order to proceed to higher order Reed–Muller codes, we will
need a recursive formula for their weight hierarchy. We remark
that the representation of the weight hierarchy of these codes that
appears in [19] does not seem to be suitable for our purposes. Let
fdr;m0 ; dr;m1 ; � � � ; dr;mk g be the weight hierarchy of RM(r; m),
where

kr;m =

r

i=0

m

i
:

We denote the dimension of the past subcode of RM(r; m) at indexi,
1 � i � 2m, bypr;mi . It is known [7] that under the standard bit order

dr;mu = [first indexi for whichpr;mi = u] :

From this point on (unless otherwise mentioned) all Reed–Muller codes
are under the standard bit order. LetG be a generator matrix for the
linear codeC. If no two rows ofG have the same right index, thenG
is called apast-orientedgenerator matrix. WhenG is in this form, the
dimension of the past subcode ofC at indexi is the number of rows of
G whose right index is not larger theni. As in [11], letGr;m�1 and
Gr�1;m�1 be past-oriented generator matrices of RM(r; m� 1) and
RM (r � 1; m � 1), respectively. Then

Gr;m =
Gr�1;m�1 0

Gr;m�1 Gr;m�1
(6)

is a past-oriented generator matrix for RM(r; m) [2], [11]. It follows
that for1 � i � 2m�1, pr;mi = pr�1;m�1

i . Hence fordr;mu � 2m�1

we can write

dr;mu = [first indexi for whichpr;mi = u]

= first indexi for whichpr�1;m�1
i = u

= dr�1;m�1
u :

From (6) it is apparent thatdr;mu � 2m�1 for u � kr�1;m�1. For
2m�1 + 1 � i � 2m it follows from (6) that

pr;mi = kr�1;m�1 + pr;m�1

i�2
:

Hence, fordr;mu � 2m�1 + 1 we have

dr;mu = [first indexi for whichpr;mi = u]

= 2m�1 + first indexi for whichpr;m�1
i = u� kr�1;m�1

=2m�1 + dr;m�1

u�k
:

We conclude that the recursive formula for the weight hierarchy of
RM (r; m) is

dr;mu =
dr�1;m�1
u ; 0 � u � kr�1;m�1;

2m�1 + dr;m�1

u�k
; kr�1;m�1 + 1 � u � kr;m:

(7)

We shall now present another useful recursive relation. LetT conv be
the minimal trellis for RM(r; m). Let ir;m1 be the first index at which
the state complexity ofT conv is s(r; m). Using [11, Theorem 1] it can
be verified that

ir;m1 = 2m�2 + ir�1;m�2
1 : (8)

Besides (7) and (8), two lemmas will be required for the proof of
the main theorem concerning Reed–Muller codes and the square-root
bound.

Lemma 11: For any integersr � 1 andm � 4r � 2

m

r
� 2

r�1

i=0

m

i
: (9)

The proof of this lemma is given in the Appendix.

Lemma 12: For r � 2 andm� 1 � 4r � 2

1
2
[s(r; m)� s(r � 1; m� 2)] � kr�1;m�1:

Proof: From the results of [2] it follows that form� 1 � 4r� 2

s(r; m)� s(r � 1; m� 2)

=

r

i=0

m� 2i� 1

r � i
�

r�1

i=0

m� 2i� 3

r � i� 1

=
m� 1

r
: (10)

Using Lemma 11 the proof is established.

Theorem 13: For r � 2 andm � 4r � 1 or r � 4 andr + 3 �
m � b(4r + 5)=3c, there is no linear tail-biting trellis for RM(r; m)
under any bit order whose state complexity iss(r; m)=2.

Proof: We begin by proving forr � 2 andm � 4r�1. Similarly
to the proof of Proposition 10, it is sufficient to show that

2ir;m1 < dr;mbs(r;m)=2c: (11)

We define

�(r; m)
�
= dr;mbs(r;m)=2c � 2ir;m1

and prove by induction that�(r; m) > 0 for r � 2 andm � 4r� 1.
From (8) it follows that

�(r; m) = dr;mbs(r;m)=2c � 2m�1 � 2ir�1;m�2
1 : (12)

From Lemma 12 it follows that forr � 2 andm � 4r � 1, we have
bs(r; m)=2c > kr�1;m�1. Using this result in conjunction with (7),
we obtain that forr � 2 andm � 4r � 1

dr;mbs(r;m)=2c = 2m�1 + dr;m�1

bs(r;m)=2c�k
: (13)

Substituting (13) in (12) we get that forr � 2 andm � 4r � 1

�(r; m) = �(r � 1; m� 2) + �(r; m); (14)
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where

�(r; m)
�
= dr;m�1

bs(r;m)=2c�k
� dr�1;m�2bs(r�1;m�2)=2c:

Assume that�(r0; m0) > 0 for 2 � r0 < r andm0 � 4r0 � 1. Since
m � 4r � 1 thenm � 2 > 4(r � 1) � 1, and it follows from the
above assumption that�(r � 1; m� 2) > 0. It remains to show that
�(r; m) � 0. Using (7) we obtain that�(r; m) � 0 if and only if

bs(r; m)=2c � kr�1;m�1 � bs(r � 1; m� 1)=2c: (15)

Clearly, if

s(r; m)=2� kr�1;m�1 � s(r � 1; m� 1)=2 (16)

then (15) is valid. However, it follows from Lemma 12 that (16) holds
for r � 2 andm � 4r � 1. The proof forr � 2 andm � 4r � 1 is
completed by using Proposition 10 as the basis of the induction. The
part concerningr � 4 andr + 3 � m � b(4r + 5)=3c follows from
[6, Theorem 5.3] and the fact that the dual of RM(r; m) is RM(m�
r � 1; m).

From [11, Theorem 1] it is easy to verify that the number of succes-
sive indices at which the state complexity profile of RM(r; m) gets
its maximum is at least as large as the number of successive indices
at which the state complexity of RM(1; m � 2r + 2) gets its max-
imum. The latter number is2m�2r�1, and hence a sectionalized min-
imal trellis for RM(r; m) with a constant section length ofl = 2v ,
v � m � 2r � 1, will have a state complexity ofs(r; m). Yet, if
i01 andi02 = 2m=l � i01 are the first and last index at which the state
complexity of the sectionalized minimal trellis gets its maximum, re-
spectively, then it is possible that

[li01 + 1; 2m � li01] � [ir;m1 + 1; 2m � ir;m1 ]:

In order to show that a sectionalized linear tail-biting trellis for
RM (r; m) cannot achieve the square-root bound, we have to show
that2li01 < dr;mbs(r;m)=2c. Now, li01 is at mostir;m1 + l� 1, so in order
to show that a sectionalized linear tail-biting trellis whose section
length isl cannot achieve the square-root bound it is sufficient to show
that�(r; m) > 2l � 2, where�(r; m) is defined in the proof of
Theorem 13. From the proof of Proposition 10 it can be verified that
for m � 7, �(2; m) > 2m�4 � 2. We can also see from the proof of
Theorem 13 that forr � 2 andm � 4r � 1

�(r; m) � �(2; m� 2r + 4) > 2m�2r � 2 � 2l� 2

for l = 2v , v � m� 2r � 1. So we proved the following corollary.

Corollary 14: Forr � 2 andm � 4r�1orr � 4 andr+3 � m �
b(4r + 5)=3c, there is no sectionalized linear tail-biting trellis with a
constant section length ofl = 2v , v � m � 2r � 1, for RM (r; m)
under any bit order whose state complexity iss(r; m)=2.

We conclude with the following remark. We have shown in this sec-
tion that, for some Reed–Muller codes, there is a lower bound on the
minimal state complexity of a linear tail-biting trellis representation
which is larger by1 than the square-root bound. Proving this was rather
involved, but it appears that trying to employ thetotal span bound[3]
would be even harder, as it seems to be difficult to find the minimum
possibletotal active length. Of course, one would like to find tighter
bounds on the state complexity of a linear tail-biting representation of
a linear code. We hope that the tools developed in this correspondence
(especially Proposition 4 and Corollary 7) will be the basis for future
research in this direction.

APPENDIX

Proof of Lemma 11:Define

g(m; r)
�
=

m

r
� 2

r�1

i=0

m

i
:

We rewriteg(m; r) as

g(m; r) =
m

r
[1� S]

where

S
�
= 2

r�1

i=0

m

i

m

r
:

Obviously,g(m; r) � 0 if and only ifS � 1. Now,S can be expressed
asS = r�1

i=0 ai(m), where

ar�1(m) = 2r=(m� r + 1)

and

ai�1(m) = ai(m)[i=(m� i+ 1)]; for 1 � i � r � 1:

The ratioai�1(m)=ai(m), 1 � i � r � 1, is denoted byqi(m). At
this point it is clear that ifg(m; r) � 0 then alsog(m1; r) > 0 for
any integerm1,m1 > m. This follows from the fact thatar�1(m1) <
ar�1(m) andqi(m1) < qi(m), 1 � i � r � 1. Therefore, in order
to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show thatg(4r � 2; r) � 0. In
order to do that, we first find an upper bound onS. Since

qr(m) > qr�1(m) > � � � > q1(m)

it follows that

S = ar�1(m) + ar�2(m) + � � �+ a0(m)

<ar�1(m) + qr�1(m)ar�1(m)+ � � �+ qr�1(m)r�1ar�1(m)

=
1� qr�1(m)r

1� qr�1(m)
ar�1(m): (17)

Substituting the expressions forar�1(m) andqr�1(m) whenm =
4r � 2 in (17) we get

S <
2r

3r � 1
�
1� (1=3� 1=3r)r

2=3 + 1=3r
: (18)

The right-hand side of (18) is denoted byf(r). It can be verified that
f(1) = 1, f(2) < 1, andlimr!1 f(r) = 1. Using a lengthy de-
velopment it is also possible to verify thatdf(r)=dr � 0 for r � 2,
completing the proof.
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Bounds on the State Complexity of Codes from the
Hermitian Function Field and its Subfields

Yaron Shany and Yair Be’ery, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—An upper bound on the minimal state complexity of codes
from the Hermitian function field and some of its subfields is derived. Coor-
dinate orderings under which the state complexity of the codes is not above
the bound are specified. For the self-dual Hermitian code it is proved that
the bound coincides with the minimal state complexity of the code. Finally,
it is shown that Hermitian codes over fields of characteristic2 admit a re-
cursive twisted squaring construction.

Index Terms—Geometric Goppa codes, Hermitian codes, minimal state
complexity, trellises, twisted squaring construction.

I. INTRODUCTION

A trellis diagramcan be regarded as an efficient representation of
a code for the purpose of soft-decision decoding. Formally, a trellis
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T = (V; E) of rankn is a finite-directed graph, with vertex setV and
edge setE, in which every vertex is assigned a “depth” in the range
f0; 1; � � � ; ng, and each edge connects a vertex at depthi � 1 to one
at depthi, 1 � i � n. The class of vertices at depthi, 0 � i � n, is de-
noted byVi. We assume that each edge ofT is labeled with an element
of q, the finite field ofq elements. In addition, we only consider trel-
lises for whichjV0j = jVnj = 1. LetC be an[n; k; d] linear code over
q (i.e.,C is ak-dimensional subspace ofnq with minimum Hamming

distanced). We say that the rank-n trellis T representsthe codeC if C
is identical to the set ofn-tuples read from all paths ofT connecting the
vertex inV0 to the one inVn. It is well known that any length-n linear
code under a fixed coordinate ordering has a unique trellis representa-
tion (up to isomorphism),T = (V; E), that minimizesjVij simultane-
ously for all i, 0 � i � n (see [7], [15], and references therein for a
summary of the subject). This trellis is called theminimaltrellis of the
code. For the codeC we definesi := logq jVij, 0 � i � n, whereVi
corresponds to the minimal trellis ofC. Thestate complexity profileof
C is the sequences0; s1; � � � ; sn. Thestate complexityof C is defined
ass:=max0�i�n si. Forney [3] demonstrated that the state complexity
of C may vary with respect to different ordering of coordinates. The
minimal state complexityof C is the minimal state complexity attain-
able by any ordering of the coordinates.

For a fixed coordinate ordering of the[n; k] linear codeC, the entire
state complexity profile can be calculated fromsi = k � ki � ki ,
1 � i � n � 1, whereki is the dimension of thepast subcodeat
i, i.e., the subcode consisting of all codewords(c1; c2; � � � ; cn) 2 C
with (ci+1; ci+2; � � � ; cn) = (0; 0; � � � ; 0), andki is the dimension
of thefuture subcodeat i, i.e., the subcode consisting of all codewords
(c1; c2; � � � ; cn) 2 C with (c1; c2; � � � ; ci) = (0; 0; � � � ; 0) [3].

The determination of the minimal state complexity and the attempt to
find “good” coordinate orderings with respect to the trellis complexity
of some important classes of codes were considered in several papers,
e.g., [10], [11], [1], [16], [2]. These papers addressed the trellises of
Reed–Muller, Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH), and quadratic-
residue codes, and it seems only natural to investigate the trellis of
geometric Goppa codes. Among geometric Goppa codes, the class of
Hermitian codes(geometric Goppa codes arising from theHermitian
function field) was extensively studied. A simple presentation of the
Hermitian function field and the related codes was given by Stichtenoth
in [12]. The results of [12] were used in [19] to give a description of
Hermitian codes which will be useful for our purposes. Thegeneralized
Hemming weights (GHW) hierarchy[17] of Hermitian codes and of
geometric Goppa codes arising from some subfields of the Hermitian
function field was studied in [20], [8], and [9].

In this correspondence, we give an upper bound on the state com-
plexity of codes associated with the Hermitian function field and some
of its subfields. For self-dual Hermitian codes, the minimal state com-
plexity is determined, and coordinate orderings under which the state
complexity coincides with the minimal state complexity are specified.
The correspondence is organized as follows. In the following section
we give some background on geometric Goppa codes. A lower bound
on the minimal state complexity of geometric Goppa codes is pre-
sented. Then, in Section III, we give an upper bound on the state com-
plexity profile of Hermitian codes and codes from certain subfields
of the Hermitian function field, and specify coordinate orderings for
which the state complexity profile is actually not above the bound. A
simple formula for an upper bound on the minimal state complexity of
self-dual codes from the Hermitian function field and some of its sub-
fields is then derived. Finally, it is proved that the bound on the min-
imal state complexity of self-dual Hermitian codes is indeed the min-
imal state complexity itself. We conclude in Section IV by showing
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